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ABSTRACT 
Project Management in India is still in its nascent stage of adoption. It is more true in Construction Industry. People are carried 

away by the usage of some Tools like MS Projects or Primavera.The Project Management is to shape world thinking on the 

essential for and impact of managing projects by implementing cutting-edge research to innovation theory and evidence-based 

practice. Construction Projects represent a growing proportion of human activity in large, small, private or public organizations. 

Projects are constructed and used to fulfill and sustain today’s end users requirement. Project management plays an fundamental 

role as the engine of tomorrow’s innovation, value creation, and strategic change. However, projects too often fail to deliver their 

promise. Project management addresses these multiple challenges and opportunities by encouraging the development and 

application of novel theories, concepts, frameworks, research methods, and designs. PMI embraces contributions both from within 

and beyond project management to augment and transform theory and practice. Construction Industry includes projects, 

programs, project portfolios, megaprojects, project-based organizations, project networks, project business, and the 

projectification of society. Construction Industry had the following categories and internal process, but not limited to: governance, 

strategy,innovation and entrepreneurship, organizational change, learning, capabilities, routines, information systems and 

technology, complexity and uncertainty, ethics, leadership, teams, and stakeholder management in a wide range of contexts. All the 

papers that are relative to project management and included in the bibliographic ABI-INFORM database from 1987 to 1996 have 

been analyzed. In this paper, we present the main results of this study as among the five project process groups, ten knowledge 

areas and fourty seven processes any construction industry can adopt the same based on their requirement. The application of 

PMI-PMBOK process is not mandatory based on the requirement one can select the process that is suitable for their project and 

the same can be followed. The major outline of the process groups starting from initial state of the closing of construction projects 

are described in the article. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The field of project management with respect to construction industry has undergone very significant 
developments during the last 10 years, but beyond practical application if one considers the very large amount 
of activities that it has generated and continues to generate (papers in journals, dedicated journals, books, 
meetings, applications, etc.). Even if project management in construction industry has reached some maturity—
due to the construction of a collective referential, a common body of knowledge called A Guide to the Project 
Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide used as a global document to refer the industrial practices. 
What is the evolution of the construction field? What is its construction organization structure? Is it integrating 
new topics that correspond to management by construction project? In order to answer such questions at least 
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partially, we have studied project management literature by the method of associated with respect to 
construction industry. Being at the convergence of several disciplines, project management has been more often 
compared to a mixed guide than to a body of knowledge in elaboration for multiple industries. It is practical 
necessity that has brought specialists from different professions to develop a body of knowledge, the primary 
object of which was to improve the management of their projects by the application of body of knowledge. The 
project management body of knowledge is not similar by focusing particular industry. The planning tools, the 
cost estimation, and control techniques, all these special parts of the body of knowledge were allotted among 
industry involved in civil, electrical, mechanical engineering, architecture, and technology. With projects 
becoming more complex, the need to application of the project management body of knowledge enforces itself 
more and more.  

In the 1960s, the American Department of Defense subsidizedappreciably to the effort of systemization by 
assembling a set of methods under the nonspecific term of project management. These methods were accepted 
by the other official American organizations and rapidly became an international reference for project 
management organizations such as the World Bank or CIDA (Canadian International Development Agency) 
etc.., who took a project based approach and called upon monitoring analysis to time and cost monitoring 
analysis during the preliminary phases of a project and was the origin of tools such as the analytical framework 
highlighting the process. This long-winded vision was also contracted by the rolling wave plan construction of a 
common referential for project management professionals from various sectors inputs and requirements are 
covered in the PMBOK® Guide. This general framework was recently strongly pinpointed on a cybernetic type 
of model in which control is centered on the celebrated triangle, “cost-time-quality.”  
 
Project management for Construction: 

Project management is a global standard which covers the majority of industrial process we can say most of 
the process are suitable to most of the industries. The selection of process is based on the requirement and the 
discretion on project management team. The entire process highlighted in the PMBOK was framed in such a 
way any type of industry can adopt the process. There is no rigidity that all the process should be used in all the 
projects, based on the project need and practical requirement  project team can choose the required knowledge 
area. But the best suggestion would be that if a project had all the process group then application of all the 
knowledge become vital.  The selection of process should be done to the requirement because PMBOK serves 
as a guide but not a standard. The PMBOK process groups as  
 
 Initiation process group: 

The initiation process group is the start of project concept in which the client having a idea about doing a 
project. The client who had the idea will join with a sponsor to fund the project. So in initiation all the ideas will 
be converted in  to a  project for which the sponsor will fulfill the financial requirement. The main idea would 
be promoting a new project or establishing additional facilities will become a project. In many project the idea 
will be made reality by the performing organization. The performing organization is the one put all the plans in 
to action for achieving the project ideas in to reality. So in initiation process group all the ideas discussed and 
the outline of the project requirements are fixed. The team of client, sponsor, architect, consultancy, subject 
matter experts can be formed a team. The main objective of the process is to create the project requirements and 
identify the stakeholders who are all going to be involved for executing the project. 

 
Planning Process Group:  

In planning stage the project details like Site layout, Floor plans, Structural drawings &details, 
Architectural drawings &details, Sections, Elevation views, detailed specification etc was given by Architect / 
Consultant to the contractor. Based on the input contractor will plan the establishment and Mobilize the 
resources to start the project. In planning process group all the subsidiary plans covering the required knowledge 
area will be developed. By adding all the knowledge area plans we will get the project management plan. This 
project management plan will serve as base plan for all the subsidiary plan for monitoring purpose.  So the 
planning process can be termed as the taught process which creates all the required plans to handle the project 
more effectively and efficiently. 

In Planning process group all the plans required for a project from starting to completion will be created. 
The following are the most common plans that will be created in most of the construction projects as  

• Scope management Plan 
• Time Management Plan 
• Cost Management Plan 
• Quality Management Plan 
• Human Resource Management Plan 
• Communication Management Plan 
• Risk Management Plan 
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• Procurement Management Plan 
• Stakeholder Management Plan 
So with respect the requirement of any construction project the above plans can be created.  

 
Execution Process group:  

In Execution stage contractor will pursue the details given by architect and consultant from project plan 
outputs. Contractor can also use the electronic model drawn in Autodesk rivet as a basis for his linear 
measurement purposes, comparing the actual dimensions, studying the callout details, understanding the 
sections with respect to 3D views and extracting the quantities. The one more advantage is by keeping in tile 
view, plan or section or 3D Vs. Quantity schedule can be verified with individual elements by their grids as 
reference. By which the omission or double entry can be well controlled. On the whole we can use the 
application as a guide rope to execute our project. 

The execution process group is mainly focused in to putting all the plans in to actions. In execution process 
group only all the plans which was developed in the planning process group was executed. During execution we 
need to monitor the human resources very predominant. Because all the plans will be executed to achieve a 
project only by the application of human skills. Based on the magnitude of the construction project the size of 
the team may vary but the them should be well focused to complete the project as planned. The Execution 
project process  includes acquiring the project team, develop the project team and monitor the project team. The 
responsibility of all the tasks will be owned by the project manager fully or partially. Since we are constructing 
the project at this stage maximum number of resources will be consumed in this process. The success or failure 
mostly decided in this process group. So project management team should focus very consistently in the process 
group.  

Apart from human skills acquiring the major one more process also executed in this process. The project 
will required multiple procurement related to the project requirement. Any resource, service or any input 
acquired from out of project is termed as procurement. Once we procure the related vendor or service provider 
also be part of the team. In execution process all the vendors are identified,evaluated and finalized in this 
process. In construction the major resource component would be  LMPO,  

• L – Workforce 
• M – Material ( Bulk and Shop) 
• P – Plant and Machinery ( Construction Machinery and Formwork)  
• O – Overhead ( All Indirect Expenses) 
The procurement may required in any of the above to fulfill the requirement.Finally  all the stake holders 

involved in the project are managed closely to achieve the project objective.  
The verified deliverable or the project will be completed in this process group. In execution process the 

execution of project will start and the final product called as verified deliverable will be achieved.  
 
Monitoring and Control Process group: 

Monitoring and control is a continuous process followed from the initiation process group till closing 
process group. In construction industry the monitoring can be broadly classified in to two types. The first one is 
that monitoring by the client / consultant for the entire project phases, this monitoring is done to measure the 
performance of the performing organization to guide the project execution with the boundaries of the project 
created in the project planning process group. In monitoring and control all the stakeholders involved in the 
project will be monitored to achieve the project common goal. In Construction the monitoring from client will 
be done directly by employing staffs or the monitoring will be done by the project management consultancies or 
in some projects architect will do the monitoring also.  

The second level of monitoring by the performing organization itself for their internal process. Based on the 
type of organization structure the monitoring system will vary. But in most of the construction project in India 
follows projectized organization. In such organization  the project team will be  formed by the  required people 
having adequate skill set to perform in the project under the monitoring of project manager. All the functional 
departments will serve as service department to achieve the project goal.  In some project of small magnitude 
functional manager will monitor the project. 

All the process involved in the construction of project is monitored and finally the accepted deliverable is 
handed over to the client for acceptance. Once our internal quality team approves the project the completed 
project handed over to the client. The client or client representative will examine the project for its requirement. 
The approving agency will compare the actual requirement and completed requirement to measure the project 
requirement. Once the requirement aligned with the actual client will accept the project. If some requirement 
miss matches client will raise the change request in terms of   snag list. After the successful completion of snag 
points client will accept the project, which is termed as acceptable deliverables or project.  
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Closing Project Process group: 
During the closing project process group all the procurements will be closed and the project will come to an 

end. Once the project completed it will be handed over to the end user for their purpose or operation, in some 
project the final deliverable will be handed over to the next phase of the project. In general, construction 
projects will be put in to operations or next project phase will start. In closing all the procurement started in 
during the course of other phases will be closed and the entire project will comes to an end. Before demobilizing 
the team lesion learnt session will be conducted to summarize the learning’s of the team.  The lesson learnt will 
be practices on all the stages of the project with common interval, but during closing all the lesson learnt will be 
summarized and lesson learnt document will be finalized. The final document will serve as guide for future 
purpose.  Finally the team will be sent back to their respective destination for further process.  
 
Conclusion: 

By way of following the process groups of Project Management we should focus on orienting the team to 
move towards project excellences. Our focus should be on the close monitoring on key knowledge areas namely 
scope, cost, time, quality, Human resource, Risk, communication, procurement, stake holder very predominant 
and all project phases with more focused to move towards achieving the project goals. All the process has its 
value only on its completion with assigned vision and values. For achieving the successful completion of 
construction projects the PMI – PMBOK inputs will serve as excellent guide. It is globally proved that most of 
the process followed in most of the projects benefits to its maximum. So as a proven tool for achieving 
excellence should be followed in construction projects for achieving its objective. By adopting the process 
highlighted in PMBOK by the civil engineers will develop their career.  
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